Cell migration on microlanes represents a suitable and simple platform for the 17 exploration of the molecular mechanisms underlying cell cytoskeleton dynamics. 18 Here, we report on the quasi-periodic movement of cells confined in stripe-shaped 19 microlanes. We observe persistent polarized cell shapes and directed pole-to-pole 20 motion within the microlanes. Cells depolarize at one end of a given microlane, 21 followed by delayed repolarization towards the opposite end. We analyze cell motility 22 to the tip geometry can locally either amplify or quench actin polymerization, while 32 leaving the average reversal times unaffected. 33 micropattern 35 Introduction 36 Cells navigate in complex environments and undergo morphological changes via 37 dynamic reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton [1, 2]. Movement is generated by 38 cyclic phases of protrusion, adhesion to the extracellular environment, and 39 actomyosin-driven retraction of the cell rear. Actin polymerization and crosslinking 40 prevails in the advancement of filaments, protrusions and lamellipodia. Unraveling 41 the mechanisms underlying actin transport, polymerization dynamics, and their 42 regulation by Rho family GTPases are central challenges towards an intricate 43 understanding of cell migration. The dynamics of actin indeed show many 44 peculiarities, including traveling wave patterns [3-6], retrograde actin flow at the 45 leading edge [2, [7] [8] [9] , protrusion-retraction cycles as well as persistent polarity [5, 10] .
via the spatial velocity distribution, the velocity frequency spectrum and the reversal 23 time as a measure for depolarization and spontaneous repolarization of cells at the 24 microlane ends. The frequent encounters of a boundary in the stripe geometry 25 provides a robust framework for quantitative investigations of the cytoskeleton 26 protrusion and repolarization dynamics. In a first advance to rigorously test physical 27 models of cell migration, we find that the statistics of the cell migration is 28 recapitulated by a Cellular Potts model with a minimal description of cytoskeleton 29 dynamics. Using LifeAct-GFP transfected cells and microlanes with differently 30 shaped ends, we show that the local deformation of the leading cell edge in response 194 We further quantify the quasi-periodic migration of cells. First, we determine the 195 overall distribution of absolute cell velocities (Fig 3a) . We find that for microlanes frequency distribution corresponding to the quasi-periodic cell migration. We find 205 that the frequency spectrum follows a log-normal distribution. Furthermore, the 206 dominant frequency ( !"# , peak of the frequency spectrum) shifts to lower 207 frequencies for longer stripe lengths. In the inset of Fig 3b, we find that the period of 208 migration = 1/ !"# increases linearly with the stripe length at a slope / = 209 0.054 ± 0.006 h/µm. This indicates that cells move with a constant velocity, 210 ! = 0.62 µ / , across the microlane and that their repolarization time does not 211 depend on the length of the microlane. We find that the constant velocity obtained 212 from our spectral analysis is in good agreement with the velocity plateau in the stripe 213 centers ( Fig 2) . Furthermore, the linear fit intersects the x-axis at = 29.4 µ , which 214 can be interpreted as a lower bound for the microlane length to allow cell motion. after repolarization. Therefore, we define the reversal time as ! = ! − ! and 245 determine its distribution for four different microlane lengths (Fig 4b) . We note that spatiotemporal dynamics of cells in 2D [30, 36] . In particular, we model the 264 spatiotemporal dynamics of the contact area of a cell with a planar substrate, which is 265 described by a set of discrete adhesion sites on a 2D lattice. With each configuration 266 of the cell, which is characterized by a spreading area and perimeter , we associate 267 the energy
Velocity distribution and sustained oscillations
Here, the first two terms serve as a simplified description of the mechanical properties 269 of cells [44] [45] [46] . In addition, the spatially resolved polarization field, , intracellular signaling reinforces the polarization field and therefore increases the 281 likelihood of further protrusions. Then, the polarization field grows with a rate for 282 all contact sites that are surrounded by more protrusions than retractions within a 283 fixed signaling range [30, 36] :
On the other hand, if the cell loses contacts with the substrate (retraction), then 285 intracellular signaling weakens the polarization field and therefore increases the 286 likelihood of further retractions. In particular, the polarization field decays with a rate 287 for all contact sites that are surrounded by more retractions than protrusions 288 within a fixed signaling range [30, 36] :
For all other contact sites between the cell and the substrate, the polarization field 290 approaches a 'rest state' [30, 36] : detailed description of the parameters is provided in the Supporting Information S1. 307 We then simulated individual cells with fixed parameters and constant average area 308 on stripe-shaped microlanes. Note that this premise already marks a striking 309 difference from the experiments: in the simulations we investigate a population of 310 clonal and therefore identical cells, while the cells used in the experiments show a 311 wide variation in morphology and migratory behavior. Therefore, we expect the 312 simulations to underestimate all variances compared to the experiments. 313 We find that the model predicts large differences in cell shape and perimeter between Then, we investigated whether the model reproduces the correct statistics of quasi-321 oscillatory motion, and found both qualitative and quantitative agreement between the 322 simulated cell trajectories and our experimental data ( Fig 5) . Here, we evaluated the 323 distribution of cell reversal times in the simulations analogously to the experiments 324 and observed a pronounced peak at 100 min (Fig 5a) . Furthermore, the simulated cells 325 show a similar spatial velocity distribution as in the experiments (Fig 5b) . In addition, 326 we also performed more intuitive comparisons between simulations and experiments.
327
In particular, we find similar morphologies of (i) polarized and persistently migrating 328 cells with a flat leading edge and a tapered rear, (ii) cells that depolarize after running 329 into a dead end on their microlane, and (iii) repolarized cells (Fig 5c) . To assess the congruent microlanes (Fig 5d) . In particular, we also find similarly sharp distributions 335 of the polarization field in the model and the actin fluorescence intensity in our 336 experiments (Fig 5d) ; in the model, this corresponds to a small signaling radius.
337
However, we find that the cell also has a broad distribution of cortical actin in the cell 363 It is understood that the non-linear dynamics of actin polymerization and turnover 364 depends on the cell shape and the geometry in which the cell migrates [23, 47] . In 365 order to test the interplay between surface geometry and cell contour, we investigate (Fig 7) . There, we also show snapshots of the 396 leading edge of simulated cells for a direct comparison between experiment and 397 simulation. Both in experiment and simulation, we find that the lamellipodium splits or microchannels, which was reported to be about 400 µm and hence larger than the 432 length of the microlanes studied here [7, 32, 33, 41] . At the poles of the microlanes, 433 actin polymerization in the leading protrusion is quenched which is most likely due to 434 the reduced capability to form focal adhesions in the PEGylated area. In this way, 435 further cell advancement is stopped. Subsequently, spontaneous protrusions form at 436 the opposite, free edge of the cell and reverse the cell motion in the opposite direction.
Effect of curvature on cell depolarization

437
Interestingly the total reversal time does not depend on the length of the microlanes 438 and hence appears to be independent of the migration history. In order to interrogate 439 whether in-plane curvature of the tip boundary affects the spatio-temporal distribution 440 of the actin polymerization front and possibly the reversal time, we constructed 441 different tip shapes. We find that the tip shape has no significant influence on the 442 macroscopic reversal times when the accessible area is preserved. However, we find 443 that a concave tip shape leads to split protrusions showing local quenching of actin 444 activity in the middle. In sharp microlanes, the lamellipodium does not split but enters have similar size as compared to the constrictions), then the cell can form two 451 separate lamellipodia that invade the concave microlane tips. In between the split 452 protrusions, the polarization field is quenched due to a lack of positive feedback. 453 We show that the experimentally observed pole-to-pole cell migration mode as well 454 as the tip splitting at concave tips is recapitulated by an extended Cellular Potts model. 455 Our model shows that the distribution of stochastic repolarization times might be 456 explained as follows: stochastic membrane protrusions explore the vicinity of the cell.
457
Then, if the cell can adhere in the explored region, these protrusions form stable 458 lamellipodia through a self-reinforcing feedback loop. Note that our computational 459 implementation conceptually resembles the protrusion fluctuation model used to 460 describe directed cell motion on microratchets [38, 39] . Therefore, the general 461 mechanism is the dynamics and reinforcement of exploring protrusions at both ends 462 of the cell. For a further comparison between our extended Cellular Potts model and 463 other models, including phase field approaches, we refer the reader to [30] . These 464 phenomena emerge solely from the minimal feedback mechanism implemented in the 465 Cellular Potts model; it does not currently take into account any structural details of 466 the cytoskeleton. Further development of the Cellular Potts model to include myosin 467 and the actin regulating Rho GTPases, which has been the subject of interest in 468 analytical reaction-diffusion models of moving cells [7, 13, 15, 18] , will possibly 469 improve model predictions of the morphology and dynamics of the moving cell. In 470 this context, the microlane assay proves useful as a testbed for future theory, 471 facilitating the accumulation of statistics over repeated de-and repolarization events.
472
As a cell depolarizes in different microlane geometries, the resulting spatial 473 distribution of actin activity could lead to a better understanding of how cell adhesion 474 and the local membrane curvature regulate actin polymerization [47] [48] [49] [50] . In particular, 475 computational models are challenged to recapitulate migratory behavior on various 476 micro-pattern geometries in a consistent manner using an optimized, unique 477 parameter set. Here, future studies combining cell migration assays on micropatterns 478 15 and computational models will be valuable as a benchmark for model parameters. 479 Hence, we propose to train physical models of cell migration on multiple experiments 480 and in different confinements in order to gain predictive power. Such an approach 481 will help to classify cytoskeleton dynamics and mechanisms that lead to distinct 482 migration phenotypes.
483
Materials and methods
484
Micropatterning. 485 Laser lithography. To prepare the master mold of the stamp for micropatterning, a 
532
For migration studies, scanning time lapse measurements were acquired using an 533 automated inverted microscope iMIC (Till Photonics). The microscope was equipped 534 with a 10x Zeiss objective and a 40x Zeiss objective, an ORCA-03G camera 535 (HAMAMATSU), and an Oligochrome lamp (Till Photonics). During the 536 measurements, cells were maintained in L-15 Meidium containing 10% FCS at 37 °C 537 using a temperature-controlled mounting frame (Ibidi temperature controller, Ibidi).
538
Phase contrast and fluorescent images were automatically acquired at 10 min intervals, 539 17 unless noted otherwise. To analyze the actin dynamics at the interface of 540 micropatterns, images were acquired at intervals between 20 s -1 min.
541
Image processing and data analysis. 542 Image analysis was carried out using ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, NIH).
543
Images of isolated cells migrating in the stripe-shaped microlanes were first manually Table S1 . Parameters used for the computational simulation in this work. Table S2 . Number of analyzed cells for different lengths of microlanes with round tips. Table S3 . Number of analyzed cells for microlanes with different geometric tips. Data S1. Data of all cells used for this work in csv format. Time given in minutes and "koor" specifies the distance from the center of the stripe in micrometers along the long axis of the pattern, i.e. the direction of migration.
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